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Media Relations
Committee ,IMT-Ghaziabad

Called the CCMRC, this committee has been the voice of 
IMT-Ghaziabad for students and aspirants alike and all 

major media houses that have regularly turned up to cover 
the events held in the campus and some corporates who 
regularly schedule interactions with the students. Led by 

Dr. Lubna Nafees, team CCMRC desires to go onto greater 
heights in the coming years and set new benchmarks 

in professional conduct amongst the various clubs and 
committees of IMT-Ghaziabad

Foreword: Nikhil G Pai

The Corporate Communications and Media Relations 
Comittee of IMT-Ghaziabad congratulates the Students 
Affairs and Welfare Council and the Cultural Committee 
on the successful completion of Passion 2011. We also 
congratulate E-Cell on the grand success of Start-Up 
Fair 2011 and Madf for bringing smiles onto the faces of 
children in Joys of Summers week campaign. The next 
edition of Newsletter will focus on these events

Special Announcement



Foreword: Nikhil G Pai

The second edition of the official newsletter of IMT-Ghaziabad, The 
Perspective, is back and this time with more features and more quirks 
than ever before. The newsletter is fast becoming a platform for all 

clubs and committees to showcase their events and for budding writers to 
display their innate talents. 
We begin this issue with an interview with a visiting faculty, Dr Lawrence 
Garber, from Eton University who was here to deliver a course on Inte-
grated Marketing Communication. In the interview, many aspects of Dr 
Garber’s professional life along with his work and experience at IMT have 
been highlighted. 
Various Events that have taken place in the campus have been covered in this issue and this begins with 
“2 Fast 2 Furious” from our Cultural Committee continuing the tradition of Mass and Class entertainment. 
Making a debut this year is CCMRC’s very own “Press-Tease” in which teams had to endure 3 rounds with 
the final round being an exciting and edge of the seat thrilling Press Conference in which teams had to field 
questions from the audience on various nefarious issues like CWG and 2G scams and so on. The event was a 
runaway success and campus was abuzz with talks about Press-Tease.
SportsCom continuing with its legacy of excellence in Sports with another of its “League of Titans” event 
“SpinCarnation - Table Tennis” in which the Junior Section C, fresh from the gruelling Mid-term
exams,  emerged victors. 
Research and Consultancy Enterprise hosted “BrandIt” for second successive year. The initiative was to 
nurture the marketing skills of IMT-G students and expose them to rebranding strategies and business plans 
& modelling behind various brands.
The promotion of “I am Kalam” film also took place with a screening of trailer and badges and bookmarks 
were distributed as memorabilia among the audience. The event was one of its kind by deviating from the 
norm of Quizzes and Treasure Hunts.
We end this issue with a an introduction of junior team of CCMRC who will be the torchbearers of the com-
mittee after the passing of baton by the senior team.  I sincerely hope that you will enjoy this month’s
issue we will be back with more enjoyment and more perspectives in the upcoming issues. Signing off for 
this edition.

Regards,
Nikhil G. Pai,
Chief Editor

So What do you think we should 
include in the next edition of IMT-G 
newsletter ?

There are three ingredients in the good life: 
learning, earning and yearning

-Christopher Morley

Regularly reading newspapers, magazines just     
about anything and everything opens your mind 
to a lot new ideas and for anything you wish to 
convey, business, politics, current affairs, innova-
tion, technology, etc do write to us at ccmrc.imtg@
gmail.com, you may even find your articles on the 
next edition of the newsletter. 



Interviews

Few hours with Prof. Lawrence L 
Garber Visiting Faculty at IMT-
Ghaziabad
Catch the exclusive interview of 
Professor Lawrence L. Garber, Jr. 
; an associate professor of Mar-
keting at the Martha and Spencer 
Love School of Business at Eton 
University, an avid painter and 
visiting faculty at IMT, Ghazi-
abad, India. Get to know Profes-
sor Larry better as he talks about 
his interests, research, and his 
experience so far at IMT, Ghazi-
abad.

How do you think a col-
league or a friend who 
knows you well would 
describe you?
The adjectives which 
can probably be used to 
describe me are- Serious. 
Quiet. Intent.Eclectic.   A 
good friend, I would hope.

How do you determine or 
evaluate success?
Finding the time and 
money to do the things 
you wish to do.  This means align-
ing your personal life with your 
professional goals, I believe.  A 
career is therefore a matter of try-
ing to find more salubrious com-
binations of these, for the better-
ment of all aspects.

Describe your most rewarding 
college or teaching experience.
Associations with professors and 
colleagues.

Do you think that grades are a 
good indication of a person’s 

academic achievement?
I consider grades to be weakly 
positively correlated.

How have you integrated designs, 
illustrations and visuals while 
teaching IMC here at IMT?
I show a lot of visuals to my 
classes.  We critique them.  My 
research is visual, so that informs 
my teaching.

You’ve done an AB from Brown 
University. What got you inter-

ested in Advanced Placement 
Calculus considering the fact 
that you were a painter and inter-
ested in arts?
There was no concept of Ad-
vanced Placement Calculus for 
me when I was in school.  If you 

are asking how as an artist I got 
interested in the math stuff that is 
part 

and parcel to being an empirical 
researcher, the short answer is 
that- to my mind artistic inquiry 
and the scientific method are not 
so far apart as some people appear 
to think.  I was always fairly good 
at math and drawing, and inter-
ested in both of them, so pursuing 
both of them was not something 
that I found unnatural.  It was in 
Ph.D. school that I pulled them 
together. I went to business school 
originally with the idea of becom-
ing an art school president.  Then 

I got interested in 
modeling when in 
marketing classes 
with Subrata Sen 
at Yale. He assisted 
me with obtain-
ing a position in 
marketing sciences 
at BBDO advertis-
ing in NYC.  From 
there, a Ph.D. in 
marketing was a 
natural extension, 
as was my interest 

in pursuing the effect of visuals 
on the consumer.  The empirical 
study of visuals is an open field, 
particularly in a commercial con-
text, because little research of this 
nature has been done.  Designers 

tend toward the intuitive, and 
scientists tend not to be visu-
ally oriented.  My background 
tends therefore to qualify me 
rather uniquely for such inqui-
ries. Marketing is interesting in 

itself, but it also provides a pretext 
for studying interesting phenom-
ena of all kinds, and my work I 

“artistic inquiry and the scientific 
method are not so far apart as some 

people appear to think”



Interviews
think tends to inform on both the 
marketing and the visual levels.

You’ve done a research on “Ef-
fects of Food Color on Perceived 
Flavor”. Sounds interesting. 
How did you come up with the 
idea? Would you like to tell us 
more about it?
It is a part of a stream of research 
examining the effects of vari-
ous visual elements on consumer 
behavior presented in various 
commercial contexts.  Some in 
psychology believe that human 
faculties have evolved to be par-
ticularly acute at distinguishing 
objects of particular importance, 
such as faces and food.  Addi-
tionally, I and my colleagues had 
completed some prior color re-
search, so it was natural to extend 
that research to the color of foods, 
and their effects on the consumer.  
What we found was that food 
color has a dominant effect on fla-
vor identification and evaluation 
over taste itself.  For example, 
we obtained some clear 
orange drink from New 
Zealand, where foods 
without food coloring 
are in demand, for health 
reasons. We colored that 
drink in various ways, 
making it orange or 
purple, and also leaving 
it clear.  We found that 
subjects identified the 
orange colored orange 
drink as orange in flavor, 
the purple orange drink as grape, 
and the clear orange drink as or-
ange, though the latter not as defi-
nitely as in the case of the  orange 
orange drink.  Moreover, color 
affected flavor evaluation.  For 
instance, the orange orange drink 
was found to be sweeter than the 
other two color conditions, the 
purple more tart, and so on.

How was your experience of 
working as a Senior Analyst in 
Marketing Services at Glaxo-
Smith Kline?
It was interesting.  We were study-
ing the perceptions of physicians 
rather than end users, and found 
that our positioning studies were 
as useful in this context.

Have you ever found language 
as a barrier in communication 
anytime during your brief stays 
in India?
Very little.  Pantomime seems to 
work rather well in cases where 
there is no common language, and 
is often a source of considerable 
amusement on all sides, which 
is always an ice breaker.  Mostly 
everyone I have met in India has 
been most kind and solicitous, and 
have tried hard to make out what 
I am trying to say, no matter how 
poor my efforts may be.  That of 
course helps a great deal.  And I 
have usually managed to make out 
what the other fellow is trying to 

say, as 
well.

What 
are the 
lasting 

impressions of IMT or its Stu-
dents as well as India that you’re 
going to take back with you?
Well, I am just here, and will be 
for several more weeks, so those 
impressions are just now forming.  
But my impressions so far 
are positive.  Everyone has been 
most kind and most welcoming.   
I find the students to me intent, 
intelligent, well educated, and 
congenial.

What according to you are the 
strengths on which an IMT-ian 
should capitalise on and what 
are the weaknesses on which they 
should improve?
Again, I am new to IMT.  How-
ever, so far I am very impressed 
with everyone that I have met.  
The marketing students with 
whom I have dealt are clearly 
bright, talented, pleasant, hard-
working and articulate.  They 
have been taught well, and show a 
thorough grounding in marketing 
basics, and show a good creative 
ability to apply and adapt those 
principles to new situations.  I 
would say that these personal 
qualities and the caliber of train-
ing that they are clearly receiving 
at IMT should stand them well in 
the job market and for their entire 
careers.

Did you ever find anything at 
IMT that was different from oth-
er universities you have taught 
at? Anything that was here at 
IMT and not there or anything 
that IMT lacked in comparison to 
the other universities?

The students here are residents, 
and utterly immersed in their 
studies.  They appear to be quite 
engaged in their studies, and 
value being here and a part of this 
community more generally.  They 
have great energy.  Their warmth 
and humor therefore shows along 
with their good abilities, a wel-
come combination.

“What we found was that food color 
has a dominant effect on flavor iden-
tification and evaluation over taste 

itself”
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2 Fast 2 Furious . . .   IMT-G
-Amit Nayak

The Cultural committee (alias 
CulCom) did it again on 1st of 
September bringing yet another 
event up their sleeve ‘Fast and 
Furious’ placing the seven sections 
of the junior batch face to face in 
a competition to test the fastest 
of competitors from each section. 
The Amphi was again witness to a 
battle of sorts, section vs section, 
friends vs friends, all to prove who 
is the fastest and furious of all. 
The first round was to gather as 
many as you could from each sec-
tion and getting the highest count 

was the ultimate aim. Although 
it was section A which prevailed 
but it was section E which got the 
loudest cheers.
The next round was for the chosen 
ones from each section, the game 
play was simple, fill as many bal-

loons as you can in a minute and 
then pop as many as you possibly 
can in 30 seconds. It was again 
section A which routed the others. 
The next round was an individual 
event where you had to drink as 
many glasses of water in under a 
minute without using your hands. 

Section G took this event by a 
healthy margin amidst screams 
and chants from each section. 
The atmosphere was carnival 
and deservedly the next event 
was a dance round. Although the 
eventual winners were Section 
A ‘Albelas’ but the fervour of 
competition will never die down 
within the seven sections. When 
the CulCom was formed in IMT-G 
it was charged with the responsi-
bility of entertaining the masses 
here and it seems they are doing 
it exceedingly well. ‘Thumbs Up’ 
to CulCom and all the sections for 
providing another memory worth 
preserving and making us more a 
part of IMT-G then ever.
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PRESS-TEASE stole the show 
at IMT-Ghaziabad

-Rachayeta Singla

A huge sigh of relief preceded 
thunderous applause. The winners 
were announced. Allolika, Arijit 
and Saurabh stole the thunder 
by efficiently and dramatically 
defending their stand during their 
Press Conference. They an-
nounced and introduced a new 
reality show, with Salman Khan, 
despite his jaw surgery, as their 
brand ambassador. Of course, the 
man is known for his appearances 
on reality shows, but their press 
conference was the hero here, and 
they did a brilliant job.
Yes, the event ended. But the 
requests for more such events did 
not. Looks like the CCMRC team 
will be at their organizing best as 
more shows and events come out 
of their boxes to infuse a breath of 
freshness into an otherwise hum-
drum daily existence.
August 24, 2011. What a day. In 
fact, what a couple of days! If 
ever there is a play way method 
of learning management, this is it. 
Like AkankshaSahay said, “Inno-
vative, informative, fun and defi-
nitely a wonderful experience.” 
And she should know, because 
she was a finalist during this Press 
Tease organized by Corporate 
Communications and
Media Relations Committee 
(CCMRC) of IMT Ghaziabad. 
Actually, it was a long time in the 
planning. Everybody waited – 
some with baited breath and some 
without. If truth be told, some 
wondered if it would happen at 

all. Because it involved Media, 
and whenever the M-word is men-
tioned, things take a turn for the 
unpredictable.
Anyway, getting back to the 
event.  Turned out it was quite 
different from all the others – an 
IMT Ghaziabad hallmark. To the 

audience’s 
serious 
surprise, it 
had over a 
100 whop-
ping par-
ticipants. When more than a 100 
smart, intelligent young IMT-ians 
pit their brains against the oth-

ers, pandemonium reigns. Spirits 
got exploited, interpersonal skills 
were sharpened, and brains chal-
lenged reasoning – other’s and 
their own.
A bit about how the event itself 
was planned. It had three rounds. 
Each of those rounds was based 
on – what else – but components 
of CCMRC. For the uninformed, 
they include Social Networking, 
Logical Deductions and of course 
Press Cons. Every round (at the 
risk of sounding like a reality 
show on TV) was an elimination 
round. The winner had to be ar-
rived at, and elimination, we find 
is a good way of arriving at the 
best from the rest.
The final battle ground was a 
Press Con (as it is called by the 
media). It actually means Press 
Conference (like you did not al-

ready know!).
“The uncreative mind can spot 
wrong answers, but it takes a very 
creative mind to spot wrong ques-

“CCMRC team will be at their organizing best 
as more shows and events come out of their 
boxes to infuse a breath of freshness into an oth-
erwise humdrum daily existence”



tions.” Our first round in Press 
Tease was based on this funda. 
A treasure hunt of sorts, only the 
treasure was a human being. Us-
ing the clues, the teams had to find 
a particular person on campus. 
Social skills were called upon. 
And the participants proved to be 
highly social beings. Many stayed 
on, and many left.
The next round challenged the 
logical side of the remaining 
brains. Clues were emailed to the 
teams. They were an encoded set 
of words and their related clues. 
The clock ticked. It was like 
Fastest Finger First on KBC. The 
first nine teams who solved the 
code and brought it back to the 
operational zone of the event were 
given free passes into the
final nail biting, stress inducing 
round.
Called Being the Devil’s Advo-
cate, the title was daunting. It had 
a huge audience. Team members 
were juggled around. Comfort 
zones were tossed into oblivion. 
Themes given made ‘controver-
sial’ seem like baby talk. Each 
newly formed team had to de-
fend their theme at a Press Con, 

convincing the judges and the 
audience their theme was the best 
theme ever.
Chosen for its professional ambi-
ence, the Kapil Mohan auditorium 
is quite an intimidating formal 
environment. Perfect for a formal 
Press Conference.Its very aura 
demands the participants put their 
best feet forward, and watch their 
Ps and Qs or be sent into a loser’s 
oblivion. Oh how they fought. 
Each of them battled valiantly 
to save their hides, bruises and 

“Fear of Public speaking 
must be vanquished”

wounds notwithstanding. Brutal 
questioning from the media and 
the judges demanded supreme self 
control and confidence.
Ms.BhavnaBhalla judged the final 
round. She is an eminent commu-
nications faculty at IMT Gha-
ziabad. Nobody envied her job 
during Press Tease. It was nerve 
racking and a huge responsibil-
ity. Yet she stood the travails of 
judging, marking each participant 
fairly and quite efficiently.

Events
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The League of Titans –Spincarnation

-Bhavik Shah

As promised, Sports Commit-
tee of IMT Ghaziabad brought 
back again the thrill and excite-
ment in the life of the IMT’ians. 
The League of Titans 
presented Spin-Carna-
tion, the Table Tennis 
Tournament. After the 
shuttle wizards weaved 
their magic in Smasha-
thon, it was time for the 
Gods of Spin to rise in 
their human avatars in 
Spin-Carnation. The 
war began on 24th 
August, 7:00pm. Scores 
never matter to the IMT 
audience, but the game 
does. People turned out 
in large numbers sup-
porting their section. Moments 
of silence was quickly followed 
by uproars and cat calls and 
the ambience was something to 
boast about. Day one saw sixteen 
teams giving their best fights 
and top eight teams qualified for 
the quarters. Day two witnessed 
four nail biting competitions and 
best four showed their mettle and 
opened their door for semis. Came 
the day when Table Tennis Gods 

were busy blocking, chopping and 
Spinning their way to everlasting 
glory. Third and final Judgment 
day saw semis and top two teams 
making their way to the finals. 
John Wooden rightly said “It’s not 

so important who starts the game 
but who finishes it”. Listen, it was 
IMT table tennis battle, so need-
less to say both the finalist teams-
Crusaders and Ekagrata were 
having dreams of going for full 
throttle. J lobby basement slowly 
turned out battlefield. Yes, it was 
same examination hall few days 
before. Finals started and both the 
teams gave a cut throat competi-
tion. Crusaders did their home-

work and planned a perfect end 
for themselves. Results out in 4 
sets at around 4 am and suddenly 
Crusaders invited all members to 
their party. They had few words to 
say, hear it out yourself - “Chaar 

baj gaye lekin party abhibaaki-
hai“, what could be better than 
that?. A well deserved victory for 
Junior section C- Crusaders. Spin-
Carnation gave the platform to the 
new players to showcase their tal-
ent. Kudos to the Sports Commit-
tee of IMT,Ghaziabad for deliver-
ing what they had promised. Next 
in their agenda is to carry out IMT 
football fever.
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-Shravani Kosana

Branding is the concept behind 
creating a unique identity for 
your business associated with the 
name, symbol, and design logo 
or even core values and mis-
sion statements of a company.
However business markets and 
social environment are so vola-
tile and dynamic, that sometimes 
initial branding strategies become 
ineffective after a certain period. 
Corporations often rebrand in 
order to respond to external and/or 
internal issues. Firms commonly 
have rebranding cycles in order to 
stay current with the times or set 
themselves ahead of the competi-
tion. Logically, rebranding is the 
process of change and is associ-
ated with the alterations and trans-
formation of an already existing 
brand. The intention of rebranding 
is to create a new, more desirable 
brand in the eyes of customers
In an initiative to nurture the mar-
keting skills of IMT G student-
sand give them an experience of 
the strategies and business plans 
behind Rebranding,the Research 
and consultancy enterprise, IMT 
Ghaziabad organized an  event 
with name “Brandit”.“Brandit” 
provided an opportunity to the 
student fraternity of IMT Ghazi-
abad to prepare their own strate-
gies and ideas to revitalize some 
of the famous brands of the past, 
which had an aura around them 
but now are on their last legs.
The event was launched on 19th 
August,2011 with an overwhelm-
ing response from students. More 
than 150 participants enrolled for 
the online quiz in the First round. 

First round 
quiz included 
question relat-
ed to Business 
awareness, 
Guesstimates 
and Case 
analysis. Out 
of 53 partici-
pating teams, 
9 teams were 
shortlisted 
based on their 
score in round 
1 for screen-
ing process.
In final 
round, each 
of the selected team had to pre-
pare a rebranding strategy and 
marketing plan for a struggling 
brand. After final screening 6 
teams qualified for the final 
presentation, which took place 
on 31 August.Winner team Hell 
Raisers(SaiPramodVemuri, P 
Anudeep) presented rebranding 
strategy for ONIDA, and, pre-
pared a marketing and advertise-
ment plan representing ONIDA as 
a HERO,Customer Segment as the 
Heroine; Sony, Samsung, Philips 
as International Villains; Video-
con, BPL as Desi Villains and  
Advertising companies like O&M, 
Avenues, Reinfusion, Mindshare 
as Hero’s Friends.Runner up team 
Pyre(NiladriSaha,SimranChoudh
ary, NitishaRathi) emphasized on 
the concept of treating the brand 
as a living being and  presented 
their rebranding strategy on OLD 
SPICE proposing  a new logo, 
a new theme tune, new range of 
products, new packaging and 
“Taylor Lautner” as their new 
brand ambassador.

The esteemed  judge panel com-
prising of Dr.Sita Mishra and 
Dr.Dhiraj Sharma appreciated the 
enthusiasm and innovativeness 
shown by the participants and 
also mentioned the fact that all 
teams presented a good competi-
tion and were in the close range 
in terms of their performance and 
marks. They also emphasized on 
the importance of such activities& 
events and appreciated the orga-
nizing committee for the initia-
tive.

Brand-It: Research And Consultancy Enterprise,IMT G



Events

-PrityJha

Club Markup, with its first event 
in the academic year 2011-12 – 
Mark Roadies – whipped up an 
overwhelming enthusiasm that 
made it a grand success. With 
Mark Roadies, the freshers were 
introduced to yet another dazzling 
facet of life at IMT Ghaziabad.
Mark Roadies always whip up ex-
citement. This time round it rose 
to a crescendo with 170 partici-
pants divided into 57 teams. The 
first round of tests had participants 
examined on their knowledge of 
the four Ps – product, packaging, 
promotion and pricing. They had 
to be creative without losing sight 
of the practicality and workability 
of their product. Tough call. Each 
team was tested on their knowl-
edge on product promotion, pric-
ing and sales with activities such 
as advertisement creation, price 
guessing, sales pitch and puzzle 
solving.
 Competition was fierce. Skills 
displayed were awesome. Finally 
of the 57, seven teams qualified 
for the next round – no cakewalk 
by any standards.
Since we had top marketing talent 
on our hands of which only one 
could emerge the winner, the chal-
lenges were difficult and complex. 
The theme – Beyond Basics. 
All seven teams had to develop 
a product based on the needs of 
IMT Ghaziabad students. The key 

skills being 
tested were 
many. 
Each of 
the prod-
ucts had 
to evolve 
after the 
teams 
understood 
customer 
needs 

and customer behavior based on 
market research. Product innova-
tion and hence development had 
to be arrived at by also keeping in 
mind product sustainability and 
profitability. A 
week’s duration 
was given to the 
teams to devel-
op a prototype 
and showcase 
their ideas. 
This proved 
to be the real 
battleground for 
IMT’s budding 
marketers. It tested teamwork and 
their focus towards the end goal.
Finally, a week later, all seven 
teams were ready. Each of the 
presentations was wonderfully 
prepared. Our judges – Dr. Law-
rence L. Garber, visiting faculty at 
IMT from the Martha and Spen-
cer Love School of Business at 
Elon University, and Dr.Bikramjit 
Rishi, marketing faculty at IMT 
Ghaziabad – were very impressed 
with the work done by the partici-
pants. They congratulated Team 
Markup for their tireless efforts 
in successfully completing Mark 
Roadies 4. The event gave the 
new batch a feel of the real world 
of marketing, they said.
 Team Zingaro bagged the first 
prize. They were awarded the 
title of The Mark Roadies for 
academic year 2011-12. Their 

product, the durable and multi-
purpose Pillow Cover was simple 
and very innovative. It suited the 
need of most IMT-ians. I am sure 
they have already received some 
orders in advance! Team “Mark 
Roadies” stood runner’s up with 
their delicious and innovative JPC 
Cold Mint Coffee – a product that 
could well give our on-campus 
Nestle stiff competition. Some 
other ideas that stood out were 
the much needed Cool Friend – a 
Mini Bucket AC, the Mini Cooler, 
an interesting Mechanical Wash-
ing Machine, a cute USB Fan and 
a Management Software.

Overall, everyone had a great time 
participating in some delightful 
and satisfying activities. IMT is 
truly a hub of frenetic activity as 
something or the other is happen-
ing all the time. For Mark Roadies 
4, the teams were seen running 
around looking for clues, promot-
ing and selling their products. 
When they were not doing that, 
they were busy solving puzzles, 
conducting market research or 
holding brainstorming sessions 
that would result in them arriv-
ing at a brilliantly unique product 
that would take off into the future. 
Imagine, if just one single event 
could whip such a storm in terms 
of fun, thinking, innovation and 
strategy, what would the other 
events hold? Many surprises, I’m 
sure and bigger, better events.

Mark Roadies 4.0- A successful start
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-Nidhish Gupta

Amidst the plethora of introduc-
tory events conducted by different 
clubs and committees at IMT-G, 
MADF (MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
FOUNDTAION) in association 
with the SMILE FOUNDATION, 
organised a special program to 
promote the movie “I AM KA-
LAM”. 
Smile Foundation was formed in 
2002 by a group of corporate pro-
fessionals who decided to finance, 
handhold and support genuine 
grassroots. It promotes and ca-
talyses universal education among 
underprivileged children, cre-
ates the process to embrace these 
children into mainstream in a 
sustained manner, facilitates them 
to emerge as productive assets 
and sets the foundation for nation 
building. Talking about the movie, 
it would be released in India on 
5th August and it has already won 
the People’s Choice Award at the 
Montreal International Children’s 
Film Festival (MICFF) 2011 and 
the Best Feature Film award  in 
the Lucas International Film Fes-
tival in Germany to name a few 
among the many.
The event was scheduled on 26th 
July at 5.30 p.m. It started of with 
an introductory speech regarding 
the SMILE FOUNDATION by a 
junior team member of MADF. 
Batches and bookmarks were dis-
tributed as a symbol of solidarity 
by the members of the foundation. 
Then a short part of the movie 
was screened for the people at-
tending the event. This was fol

lowed by a 
series of questions from the movie 
and the students who answered 
them rightly were given special 

prizes by the foundation. This was 
followed by a voluntary “Tie the 
tie” competition and the student 
who finished the task at the earli-
est, was awarded with a prize. The 
foundation members went on to 
the next voluntary activity which 
asked students to come up with 
a slogan on the theme “Dare to 
Dream”. Around 10 students vol-
unteered for the activity and the 
best three slogans were awarded 
the prizes. All the participants 
were given special T-shirts printed 

with the promotional lines of the 
movie , “I am Kalam-And I dare 
to dream” .
Lastly, the students were asked to 

write a message for “Chhotu -The 
lead character of the movie” on 
the special white board which got 
an overwhelming response. The 
event was one of its kind deviat-
ing from the normal quizzes and 
treasure hunts going on in the col-
lege. The students were impressed 
by the theme of the movie and 
most of them promised to go for it 
once it is released

Madf- ‘I am Kalam’ Promotion
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-Bhavik Shah

Tsamina mina eh eh, WakaWaka 
eh eh(Come and Do it).Yes, 

this time for IMT. After Spincar-
nation, Sports committee of IMT 
Ghaziabad brought to surface 
the most awaited football fever 
– “Shootout@IMT”. Well the 
famous Coach Bob Knight rightly 
said it’s not ‘will to win’ it’s the 
‘will to prepare for the win’, the 
most important. Every team start-
ed well in advance to prepare for 
the kick off which was scheduled 
on 8th September. 16 Teams each 
of 8 players and 3 substitutes de-
cided their strategies and entered 
the field to fight for “The Titans”. 
Tears were rolling down and blood 
spilt when teams were busy fight-
ing to finish it off to claim the 
ultimate glory. Grass on football 
ground turned red over course of 
time when 16 teams showed their 
passion and excellence to win the 
war. Indra - The god of thunder 
and rain and a great warrior, a 
symbol of courage and strength 
also showed genuine interest on 
the battleground. After some delay, 
Shootout started back with a bang 
at IMT. After Quarter finals and 
Semis, two teams Senior Section 
A (Aahh) and Junior Section G 
(Gods of War) made their way to 
finals and were ready for the final 
showdown on 12th September. 
While team (Aahh)  - The final-
ist of Smashathon- Badminton 
Championship who failed to grab 
the title were in no mood to give 
up this time, the Team (Gods of 

War) made all 
arrangements 
to exploit  the 
golden oppor-
tunity as it was 
matter of the 
Titans. Need-
less to mention 
a thriller match 
of Senior vs 
Junior was on 
display. Well 
in the game it’s 
only all about 
football skills 
and tactics to 
make the way 
for the ball to 
reach towards 
the goal which 
matters. Sup-
porters gath-
ered in huge 
numbers and 
witnessed the shootout which 
had many breathless moments to 
boast about. Real stars are the one 
who can take the rough with the 
smooth, who can weather a storm, 
and live to tell their story. Finally 
whistle blowed and Gods of War 
emerged as true Champions. Jay-
ant Prasad scored 2 crucial goals 
and Piyush scored 1 goal for Gods 
of war leading their way to vic-
tory. Both the teams played fairly 
well but day belonged to Gods of 
War. Team Aahh would be awaited 
to roll back again next time. 
Shootout@IMT saw Tabish Chisti 
(Jnr Sec E) as emerging player 
and Jayant Prasad(Jnr Sec G) as 
the Player of the tournament. Stay 
tuned to next one in the series 

Shootout @ IMT

of “The League of Titans”. Three 
Cheers for Sports Committee 
of IMT Ghaziabad for giving all 
IMT’ians moments to cherish for 
life time
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